Please Note: Some class times, locations, and prices have been changed since the catalogs went to print. The correct activity information is the information on this website.

WAITING LIST INSTRUCTIONS:

If you are placed on the waiting list automatically because the class is already full, you still need to proceed to checkout to complete the waiting list transaction.

SF Rec & Park staff work to resolve waiting lists as quickly as possible. However, because waitlist openings are dependent on customer withdrawals, we cannot predict when we will be able to offer enrollment to those on the waitlist. If a spot becomes available, we will email the waiting list in order, providing 1 business day for a response before moving to the next customer on the waiting list. Thank you very much for your patience and interest in our classes!

WISH LIST HOW TO:

For upcoming classes, once you add a class to your Wish List, you will be able to register anyone on your account to that class. Click HOW THE WISH LIST WORKS to see how it works!

For classes that are full, you can add the class to your Wish List and from your Wish List, you can add yourself to the Waiting List.

WITHDRAWAL/TRANSFER/REFUND POLICY